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Case 1 Where's my Wall? Construction (or Demolition)  A 12M retaining wall collapsed that supported sloping 
ground 1m to 4m at the front of the house. The wall was built between1.5 and - 2.5 M high and collapsed into a 
busy pavement. Significance - a parallel case - it happened the day after a 3 year old Meg Burgess was killed 
in a wall collapse in Prestatyn in July 2008, so was at the forefront of people’s minds. RIDDOR reported to HSE – 
it had been built over Thursday- Saturday and collapsed Monday- the surveyor rang me after 95% of the rubble 
and evidence had been cleared away. On site I recovered 3 pieces of cement  - staff had tried to hide it and that 
set alarm bells ringing. Despite informing them that this was an accident investigation, not a disciplinary, but they 
were defensive and reluctant to be open. The manager said if we were still in the council you would not have been 
told. 
 
Findings Cement used was incorrectly mixed and applied too wet.  It had been sent to the Building research 
establishment at a cost who identified the cement had been too wet, and a premium cement with added feb mix 
had been used, there is also a South West formula specially designed for South Wales and the West 
Country.  making it too runny. The foundations were too shallow.- 1 breeze block on its side on a bed of 3-4inches 
of cement There were upright pillars across 12m length. no drawings, staff just built a wall like the one in the house 
door as directed by their manager. manager was a trained carpenter, not brickwork, as a result of council 
multiskilling. The bricklayer indicated he knew how he should have built the wall but did not want to challenge his 
boss.   Outcomes loss of reputation and ridicule for the organisation increases in cost as now dozens of walls the 
team had built had to be reviewed and some replaced Insurers insisted all walls in the borough were reviewed, in 
a valleys area this runs in to hundreds- All replacement walls were from then on designed (Civil engineers) and 
drawn. The structure of teams and team leaders was put under review.    The Parallel Case Prestatyn  - HSE 
said that the primary reason for the failure was the lack of anchorage into the footings. Alternatively, the wall was 
not wide or thick enough to act as a gravity or mass wall. “It either needed to be wider, or reinforcement needed 
to be anchored into the footings,” he told the jury. The construction of the wall fell “substantially” short of the 
required standard HSE said that the wall was 22 metres long and 1.575 metre high. But constructed as it 
was, the safe height for the wall to retain soil should have been no more than 0.8 metres.  
 
My View On top of any legal breaches, Staff negligence, poor management systems, lack of Training and 
supervision, had effectively caused this collapse. 
 
Case 2  Exposure (and Death) by Magnet? Or dying for a fag? Care  Orders of St John Care Trust fined 2 
January 2014. £140,000 over the death of a woman left outside in freezing conditions for several hours. 
Dorothy Spicer, 84, was found lying face down outside Whitefriars care home in Stamford, Lincolnshire, and died 
of pneumonia two months later. The Orders of St John Care Trust pleaded guilty at Lincoln Crown Court to failing 
in its duty to her. Dorothy who had Alzheimer's disease, left the home on the evening of 25 November 2009. Staff 
leaving after the day shift assumed that the night staff would put Mrs Spicer to bed,  but the night shift assumed 
that the day shift staff had already put her to bed.  The Council said there had been "a complete lack of adequate 
handover" between shifts. She was found in the grounds conscious but hypothermic, at 05:20 on 26/11/2009. An 
ambulance was called 80 minutes later, and she was admitted to hospital. She never recovered and died in 
hospital on 21 January 2010. How did Dorothy got into the garden?  the doors were locked, and windows were 
unable to be opened more than 4 inches Following a detailed examination of records the doors , which are alarmed, 
had been opened a dozen times on that night, and further investigation showed this had gone on for months. Staff 
were interviewed and somehow, they had bypassed the electronic /magnetic doors by using the magnet off their 
staff name badges to stop the alarm going off- they had been going outside for cigarette breaks and had left the 
door open as they couldn’t access it from outside. Dorothy had come out unnoticed in the night.   
 
My View on top of any legal breaches Staff negligence, nicotine addiction, poor management systems and 
supervision, and an overridable alarm system had effectively killed this lady. 
 
Case 3  Death by Hoist (and dodgy times) Care THE ELMS HOIST INCIDENT - RESIDENT RM. Mrs RM is an 
82 year old lady (born 19 August 1932) who had a stroke in July 2014 who had a left sided weakness which left 
her unable to weight bear and consequently unable to walk independently, a sling, hoist and wheelchair were 
required for transfers and getting around the home. RM was dropped from the sling onto the hoist metal leg, had 
a depressed skull fracture was rushed to hospital by ambulance -died a few days later. HSE and Police involved 
at that stage.  I Visited Elms on 06/11/2014, while sitting in the manager’s office, a call bell was activated. I 
observed it said 14.19.51 – the actual time according to clock and phone was 14.10.00 ( no seconds showing). 
This means the Call computer is approximately 8-9 minutes ahead of real time.  I discussed it with a manager who 
said her team had called the IT team a few weeks before to get it altered. Implications? Information provided to 
HSE and Police may be wrong. On the timeline we do not know if the times are adjusted to take this into account 
so we could be adrift by 8 minutes in a number of actions by staff (taken in the first instance from Emergency call 
bell activated) 
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Activity Primary time line  what was the real time? 

Emergency call bell 
activated 

21.06 ( taken from 
computer 

20.58 

Nurse LA attends 21.08 21.00 or 21.08 

Emergency 
services  

21.14 
 

21.06 or 21.14 

Paramedics arrive 21.23 21.15 or 21.23 

Was it two minutes or ten minutes before the nurse arrived? Was it 6 minutes or 14 minutes before she called the 
emergency services? Was it 17 minutes or 25 minutes after the accident that they arrived? If there were delays in 
calling the ambulance of 14 minutes what happened in that time?  

Recommendation The timeline needed to be verified. The police/ HSE need to be informed & nurse re-
interviewed. I then reviewed historical data 117 M and H incidents recorded  Of 117 – 8 were as a result of 
moving from or slipping from slings and resulted in Head injuries (including fatality at The Elms) and 111 
involved the resident being cut or scratched ,skin tears and skin flap which may indicate lack of care when hoisting, 
(as well as the state of skin health and integrity in general of individuals). We had 7 head injuries reports recorded 
statements such as  - Landed with face/Head on floor - Banged head - Cut head - Bruised head. Not RIDDOR or 
safeguarding recorded, these indicate that a serious head injury was foreseeable Some reports did not record 
names of carers and this could have implications for safeguarding and identifying staff with coaching, 
mentoring or retraining needs. Company to adopt all Wales passport and need National back exchange NBE Need 
back care advisor.  
 
My View On top of any legal breaches Staff negligence, poor management systems, poor Manual handling 
Training and supervision, had effectively killed this lady. 

Case 4  One of our Plumbers is Missing (but never mind the apprentice) Construction I am going to spend 
a bit of time on the next incident as The following is one of the most harrowing incidents i have ever investigated, 
purely because of judgmental management and HR , immediately saying great we can sack MR ABC because he 
stole a works van was drink driving, the attempt by HR to stop me investigating thoroughly as they had a desired 
outcome already lined up  was incredible, but the value of a thorough investigation is that systems were changed 
and a man who nearly died was brought back to work, and a wife and daughter who nearly lost a loved one were 
able to see him recover and go back to a job that HR had told them he was going to be fired from.   

Incident Investigation- Interviews with colleagues family health professionals and the police  

Background Mr ABC had completely lost his confidence in dealing with Gas servicing. He had been prescribed 
and had taken a generic drug, identical to Prozac but this did not help him, as when he had previously been ill, 
Prozac had failed to help. He was unaware, until a later date when he had stopped taking the drug that it had been 
Prozac.       

Trigger one months before the incident, meetings were held to determine performance required from Band 4 
workers and to look at working patterns. Following one of these meetings, Mr ABC approached a manager to say 
he had totally lost his confidence with Gas work and did not want to do it anymore. The Manager agreed and told 
a colleague “not to renew his gas ticket”. However, this was not put in writing and they continued to issue gas work 
to Mr ABC on no fewer than 20 occasions.   

Trigger two Mr ABC wanted to produce work of quality and the best job for tenants. This sometimes led to a 
conflict in what was cost effective for the organisation and what may have been what Mr ABC felt the tenant 
desired or deserved. There were two examples quoted of Mr ABC recommending replacing sinks a couple of 
months before a refurbishment, when replacing taps was more cost effective.  

Trigger three Following a representation by Mr ABC to his supervisors that some of the plumbing work with 
refurbishments could be better laid out and neater, another manager, telephoned Mr ABC and effectively asked if 
he wanted to join his team as he did not have any top band 4 plumbers on his team. It appears to be really 
unfortunate that due to ill health and the way Mr ABC was feeling he appears to have mistaken this as his own 
team trying to get rid of him  

Trigger four Mr ABC tried unsuccessfully to contact his manager by phone on a few occasions during 23/03/10. 
The manager tried to contact Mr ABC that evening, while walking his dog and left a message to say he would see 
him next morning, first thing. Mr ABC arrived in work that day and according to him and his wife he had not slept 
with worry not even gone to bed that night, and after arriving at work and collecting a job card left early, without 
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seeing his manager, clearly feeling again that he had not been listened to and feeling he had nothing left in life for 
him. Clearly his interpretation of “first thing” meant a different time to his managers  “first thing”,  

The incident  on leaving work sometime after 8.15 a.m. on 24/03/10 Mr ABC took his Xyz ltd van, drove to Brecon 
and purchased whiskey and tablets. He then drove to a remote location in the Swansea Valley, drank the alcohol 
took the tablets and attached a hose to his exhaust pipe, putting it into the van with the engine running. At some 
stage he fell out of the vehicle awoke on the floor and reattached the hose as it had not been successful in 
delivering fumes to the cab. Sometime later he drove to a different location and crashed. He was recovered from 
there by the police and was taken by the ambulance service to Morriston Hospital in Swansea. 

Since the incident Mr ABC submitted a 3 month sick paper with Depression and Anxiety shown as the diagnosis, 
supplied the Police incident report and medical paperwork from Hospital. In 2 meetings with him much concern 
has been raised over rumours and that people did not believe he had tried to kill himself. One team leader said 
that he would not put it beyond him to have “dropped a clanger then faked the attempted suicide to get out of 
trouble”. Nobody mentioned missing Apprentice A, until helpdesk staff said he had phoned in after 12.30. 
Managers could not have known he was safe until he rang in after this to say he had not been picked up. Yet 
nobody had raised it as an issue-they were only looking for Mr ABC. 

Conclusions Due to the delay in investigating the incident some facts and evidence may have been lost. However, 
the similarity and closeness of the responses in interviews, along with medical evidence and a police report mean 
I have a very comprehensive picture.  Managers did not go to the location when contact had been made by the 
police and take photographs of the site and vehicle damage, they were then unable to complete an accident 
incident report and determine if it had needed to be reported under RIDDOR to HSE. Communication breakdowns 
may have significantly contributed to Mr ABC’s anxiety and depression.  

Recommendations Human Resource Team Prior to, or on return to work, a referral should be made to our 
occupational health team to identify any further support that may be needed and to confirm if Mr ABC is capable 
of continuing in his current occupation. It may also be appropriate to seek further medical evidence from his GP 
or psychiatrist. More generally HR manager and staff should not interfere with incident investigations HR should 
be more empathetic when a reported attempted suicide is communicated to them  

Servicing repairs managers Mr ABC must be helped to return to work with support, which will be identified via a 
return to work interview with a manager. (With HR and TU support, if felt necessary). Managers must give Mr ABC 
on return to work a single point of contact or workplace advocate to discuss problems, this needs to be a Manager 
or supervisor (who in turn may need support from HR). If decision is made to allow Mr ABC to drive, this will need 
to be risk assessed and agreed with insurers   

Actions for Mr ABC Mr ABC, when well enough, must agree a phased return to work. (This will include work 
content and work pattern based on information contained in his Fit note and  if feeling unwell has to notify a 
Manager, HR, TU Rep or an appointed person. If feeling unwell must seek medical advice. He must cooperate 
with Managers when asked to carry out work, unless it is work, he has been exempted from. 

Recommendations for all managers 1When managers agree a significant change of work with an individual this 
must be put in writing, and given to all relevant parties ( supervisors, HR ,Team leader), and no one can say they 
were unaware.2 When communicating the time of a meeting as “after lunch” or “first thing”, a specified time should 
be given so that no person is confused over what is meant. 3 When receiving information about a serious incident, 
the most senior manager within a team must immediately arrange for the scene to be visited and information 
gathered, photos to be taken and where possible statements be taken. An incident/accident report must then be 
completed, and the H and S manager notified. HSE must be notified, if RIDDOR. 4 When faced with an incident 
of a serious nature, a single point of contact should be notified by a senior manager to all staff so we have one 
person to manage any information, enquiries or contact relating to the incident  7 If Managers feel under pressure 
when leaving a meeting and are “grabbed” by a staff member to discuss something, they should agree a time 
when they can see that person or make an appointment, rather than discussing and agreeing something on the 
spur of the moment, when they may forget or not have the time to communicate it to relevant parties. This is so 
that a manager does not agree to a course of action and then fail to communicate that to all relevant parties 8 
Managers need to identify an accurate way of logging locations of apprentices/ work experience pupils 

My View on top of any legal breaches, managerial incompetence, ignoring staff, poor management 
systems, had effectively contributed to the attempted suicide by this man. 

 

Case 5 Broken hand - Construction The mysterious case of the levitating toolbox   a 17 year old apprentice 
( Bob) had received a broken hand, from a toolbox dropping on his hand in the back of a van. Without prejudging, 
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as this sounded unlikely, I decided that during interviews, it was important to get signed statements, as well as 
offering staff a colleague or TU rep accompanying them Bob brought his mum in with him as she also worked 
here. Bob and 2 of his colleagues independently confirmed that he had leaned into the van to get something and 
despite the van being parked on a flat street and stationery, a toolbox, weighing enough to break a hand, landed 
on his hand breaking his wrist and two fingers. I was sceptical, not wanting to prejudge but a 30-40lb toolbox 
moving itself? I felt body language, demeanour and slight discrepancies over how it had happened was not right. 
I would love to tell you that I was a genius and had a brainwave, and breakthrough, but sometimes it takes 
a bit of luck. My next interviewee came in with his rep and stated, whatever the others have told you they lied, I 
heard them talking about how they would make the story up to protect Bob. Bob had got into a serious fight in 
Newport the night before, had assaulted someone and throwing a final punch had punched a brick wall. I stopped 
the investigation and handed it to HR for disciplinary action and police contact.  

My View poor management systems, poor Training and supervision, led to the position where he felt he 
could try this on and get a claim in! 

Case 6 Death by window. 20 in care in 10 years Falls from windows are a well-known risk in health care sector, 
20 deaths in a 10 year period up to 2014 HSE report that There are 3 broad categories of falls from windows 
in care.  Accidental these are a minority, but occur where people unintentionally fall through or from windows. 
Falls arising out of a confused mental state a significant number of reports refer to the mental state of 
individuals. In particular, senility, dementia, reduced mental capacity, In these cases, people have often tried to 
escape or used a window, believing it to be an exit. Deliberate self-harm or suicide –a recognised risk for people 
with certain health conditions, particularly those with a history of self-harm or mental disorder. HSE investigation 
found she had managed to bypass the window restrictor. Local lady, 92, was found on the ground beneath 
her first floor room, at 7am on November 5, 2010. She had last been seen in bed 3 hours earlier. Court heard how 
the windows had been designed with low sills 650mm, to allow residents to see out when sitting or in bed. All 
windows were fitted with unsuitable restrictors, because they could be overridden, and windows opened wide. The 
manager emailed owner asking to have double-locked restrictors fitted, it was “urgent” and she was worried an 
accident would happen. A nurse reported showing senior managers/directors how easy it was to override 
restrictors and open windows wide enough for a person to fall out. Residents/visitors opened windows because it 
was too warm. After her death, they fitted secondary restrictors to 200 windows at £20 each. 4 new builds where 
end users were not thought about- this case, Oxford, Spalding and Salisbury  
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/hsis5.htm   http://www.hse.gov.uk/healthservices/falls-windows.htm      
Health Building Note 00-10 Part D: Windows and associated hardware         

My View, on top of any legal breaches Bad building design, managerial incompetence, ignoring competent 
staff, poor management systems, had effectively killed this lady. 

Case 7 The Totally avoidable Dog Bite.  Let’s work backwards A housing officer J had part of her lip cheek 
and mouth bitten away in a savage dog attack - she had gone to discuss with the tenants a new kitchen 
improvement -she needed several hundred stitches Review Records clerical and computer we checked for 
evidence of a problem dog—none recorded on the file, which the housing officer would check before a visit, and 
we checked the shared records with local authority that can sometimes be negotiated Identify other staff who 
visited and interview  we looked at records irelating to other staff who visited- and interviewed them which 
became a revelation! Two housing officers had visited a month before- the dog had bitten one on the buttock, 
ripping her leather trousers? What did they do?  They did not report the incident or record it in the files clerical or 
computer, but did put a claim in for ripped trousers! Here 2 staff had prior Knowledge the dog was a little bit 
Bitey. But Not J 5 The claim went to an insurance officer and her manager, and again an opportunity to verify if 
the incident was reported or recorded as an accident was missed Here 4 staff had prior Knowledge the dog 
was a little bit Bitey But Not J 6  We interviewed one plumber and his apprentice who had visited a month before 
that. Again, the dog had bitten the apprentice on his work boots on and it did not wound him, they chose not to 
report it! Here 6 staff had prior Knowledge the dog was a little bit Bitey and knowing banter that goes with 
being an apprentice it is probable dozens of others were aware of it But Not J I was pretty angry and felt that 
staff should be disciplined for failure to report the incidents, that led to J being so badly savaged. you have to keep 
out of this area, just stick to the facts when reporting back. Disciplinary’s may come out of an accident 
investigation -it’s important as investigators we just feedback evidence and facts.   
 
My View on top of any legal breaches Staff negligence, failure to report incidents, poor management 
systems, poor Training and supervision, had effectively injured this lady. 
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